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OPTICS WAIVER
Customer:

Address:
Phone:

Customer Order No. / PO DATE:

Signature: Date:

OPTICS DECORATING LIABILITY WAIVER FORM

I acknowledge that with my signature below I am allowing Hydro Print 
Services to process and decorate my scope or other optic.

I understand that leaking, �ooding, or lens coating damage may occur.
I do not hold Hydro Print Services responsible for any damage related to the 

decoration of my optic including that caused by submerging the optic in
water, including but not limited to �oding, water intrusion, or seal failure.

I further acknowledge that a representative from Hydro Print Services has explained the
procedure for the decoration and I am willingly allowing this process to take place

even though my scope may be permanently damaged. 

I give Hydro Print Services permission to decorate my scope and fully understand and accept the
risks involved and I do not hold HPS liable for any damage that may result or be discovered

during or after the processing. 

We at Hydro Print Services believe in the safety and quality of our customer's items 
during the re�nishing process. As such, we present you with our Optics Waiver 

due to the excessive liability related with dipping any kind of optic. 
The turnout is typically amazing and actual failure rate is very low, but unfortunately

due to some manufacturer’s claims we must require this waiver be �lled out 
and included with any optic to be customized. 

Thank you for your cooperation!

(for HPS use)

www.hydroprintservices.com

Serial #:Optic Make: Model:

I understand that scope manufacturers who make claims related to  “waterproof,” “water
resistant,” or “sealed” scopes may not have indicated a total submersion of their product 

in water as covered under any said claim. 

I understand that if damage occurs, the manufacturer may or may not void the factory
warranty. I also acknowledge that Hydro Print Services’ warranty is limited to cosmetic

defects in the applied �nish only.


